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Synonyms 
Word Synonym Word synonym 

Synonyms – A    

abandon leave agile nimble 

abandon desert aid help 

about approximately aim Ambition, objective 

abroad overseas alarm warning 

absent away ally friend 

abstract summary almost nearly 

abundant plentiful amazement wonder 

accomplish achieve ambition aim 

accumulate build up amount quantity 

accused blamed ancient old 

achieve accomplish anger irritation, wrath 

act behave annoy bother, irritate 

additional extra annually yearly 

adhere stick anonymous nameless 

administer manage answer reply 

admit confess anyway besides 

advantage virtue apart from except 

affect impact apparent obvious 

affection love appealing attractive 

affluent prosperous appear seem 

after later applicable relevant 

appoint nominate assess evaluate 

appreciable considerable assignment job 

approach near association organization 

approximately about assume imagine 

arise occur assure guarantee 

aroma fragrance, smell, ordour astonish surprise 

arrive reach attractive appealing 

artifical manmade away absent 

assemble gather awful terrible 
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Word Synonym Word synonym 

assembly meeting   

    

Synonyms – B    

ballot poll bother annoy 

bare naked branch department 

beat defeat brave courageous 

beautiful pretty bravery courage 

begin commence, start break down collapse 

behave Act bright shining 

believable plausible brilliant fantastic 

bendy flexible bring sth. back reintroduce 

beneficial favourable bring sth. on cause 

besides anyway broad wide 

bid tender build up accumulate 

bizarre weird business commerce 

blamed accused business trade 

blameless innocent buy purchase 

blow up explode   

Synonyms – C    

calamity disaster comment remark 

candy sweet commerce business 

care caution committed dedicated 

casual informal communicate convey 

catastrophe disaster complete total 

categorise classify complete finish 

cause bring sth. on completely totally 

caution care compliment praise 

certain sure comply conform 

charter constitution comprehend understand 

cheat deceive comprehensible understandable 

chiefly mainly compulsory obligatory 

choice option conceal hide 

choice selection conceited immodest 

choose select condemn sentence 
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Word Synonym Word synonym 

choosy picky confess admit 

chop cut confident self-assured 

circular round confine restrict 

citation quotation conflict clash 

cite quote conform comply 

clarify illuminate confuse mix up 

clash conflict connect join 

class lesson considerable appreciable 

classify categorise considerably substantially 

clear transparent considerate thoughtful 

clear obvious consolation comfort 

clear lucid constant fixed 

clever intelligent constitution charter 

close shut consult refer to 

coarse rough contaminate infect 

coax persuade contemporary modern 

collapse break down continual continuous 

collect gather continuous continual, non-stop 

come across encounter contrary opposite 

comfort consolation control curb 

citation quotation conversation talk 

convert transform courageous brave 

convey communicate criminal crook 

convinced satisfied crook criminal 

cope manage cruel merciless 

copy imitate curb control 

correct Right cure remedy 

corridor Hall custom habit 

courage bravery cut chop 

Synonyms – D    

damp moist detest hate 

dawn daybreak dicy risky 

dawn sunrise differ vary 

daybreak Dawn differentiate distinguish 
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Word Synonym Word synonym 

deadly Lethal difficult hard, tough 

deceive Cheat diminish decrease 

deceptive misleading directions instructions 

decoration ornament dirty soiled 

decrease diminish disadvantaged deprived 

dedicated committed disagreeable unpleasant 

deduce Infer disappear vanish 

defeat Beat disaster catastrophe 

defective Faulty disclose reveal 

degree measure discount reduction 

deliberate planned disgrace shame 

deliberately intentionally disgusting revolting 

deliberately knowingly disregard ignore 

delicate Fragile distinguish differentiate 

delight Joy distress misery 

demonstrate illustrate distribute hand out 

demostrate protest distrust mistrust 

denims Jeans domestic home 

department branch doubtful dubious 

dependable reliable drift float 

depressing miserable drop fall 

deprived disadvantaged dubious doubtful 

desert abandon dumb mute 

destiny Fate dusk nightfall 

detachable removable dwelling Residence 

Synonyms – E    

eager Keen essential necessary 

earth Soil establish set up 

edge margin eternal everlasting 

elude escape evaluate assess 

empty vacant everlasting eternal 

encounter come across exactly precisely 

enemy Foe exaggerate magnify 
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Word Synonym Word synonym 

enlarged extended examine inspect 

enormous huge, immense, 
gigantic, vast 

except apart from 

enquire investigate excessive immoderate 

envious jealous expire run out 

environment surroundings explode blow up 

equity fairness extended enlarged 

escape Elude exterior outside 

especially particularly external outside 

essential fundamental extra additional 

Synonyms – F    

fabric material film movie 

fabricate manufacture final last, ultimate 

fair reasonable finish complete 

fairness Equity fixed constant 

fall Drop flexible bendy 

famed famous float drift 

famous Famed foe enemy 

famous well known foolish silly 

famous Noted foolish silly 

famous Noted forbid prohibit 

fantastic Great foretell predict 

fantastic brilliant formerly previously 

fast Quick fortunate lucky 

fate destiny fortunately happily 

fatigued Tired fragile delicate 

faulty defective fragrance aroma, perfume 

favourable beneficial freedom liberty 

fear Terror friend ally 

feather Plume function operate 

feeble Weak function operate 

feel Grope fundamental essential 
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Word Synonym Word synonym 
Synonyms – G    

gai n Profit glitter sparkle 

gap Hole good-looking handsome 

garbage rubbish grab seize 

gather collect grasping greedy 

gather assemble great fantastic 

generally usually greedy grasping 

gentle Mild greeted saluted 

get receive grope feel 

gigantic enormous guarantee assure 

give up renounce guard protect 

glance Look   

Synonyms – H    

habit custom help aid 

halfway midway heroic brave 

hall corridor hide conceal 

halt Stop high tall 

hand out distribute hoax trick 

handsome good-looking hole gap 

hang suspend home domestic 

happily fortunately homicide murder 

hard tough, difficult honest sincere 

harmless innocent huge enormous, vast 

hate detest hunger starvation 

heighten intensify hurry rush 

Synonyms – I    

if provided, whether impact affect 

ignore disregard impartial neutral 

illegal unlawful impediment obstacle 

illuminate clarify, light up imperative vital 

illustrate demonstrate impolite rude 

imagine suppose, 
assume, 
visualise 

in addition moreover 
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Word Synonym Word synonym 

imitate copy, mimic inadequate insufficient 

immediate instant, prompt incidentally by the way 

immense enormous inconsiderate thoughtless 

immobile motionless increasingly more and more 

immoderate excessive indeniable indisputable 

immodest conceited indisputable undeniable 

indistinct Vague instructions directions 

infect contaminate insufficient inadequate 

infer deduce intellect mind 

inflexible Rigid intelligent clever 

inform Notify intend mean 

informal casual intensify heighten 

infrequent Rare intention purpose 

innocent harmless intentionally deliberately 

innocent blameless interior inside 

inside interior intuition instinct 

insight perception investigate enquire 

insolent Rude irritate annoy 

inspect examine irritation anger 

instant immediate isolated lonely 

instinct intuition   

Synonyms – J/K    

jest Joke joy delight 

job task, assignment keen eager 

join connect, unite knowingly deliberately 

joke Jest   

Synonyms – L    

lacking missing lethal deadly 

landing touchdown liberty freedom 

last Final light up illuminate 

later After little small 

leading Main local native 

lean Thin lonely isolated 
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Word Synonym Word synonym 

Least minimum lost missing 

learn memorize look glance 

leave abandon love affection 

legal legitimate lucid clear 

legitimate legal, valid lucky fortunate 

lesson Class   

Synonyms – M    

magnify exaggerate mild gentle 

main leading mimic imitate 

mainly chiefly mind intellect 

maintain preserve mindless senseless 

manage administer minimise play down 

manage Cope minimum least 

manmade artifical Mirror reflect 

manufacture fabricate misconceive misunderstand 

many numerous miserable depressing, wretched 

margin edge Misery distress 

material fabric misleading deceptive 

matters things Miss overlook 

maximum most Missing lost, lacking 

maybe perhaps misunderstand misconceive 

maybe possibly mix up confuse 

mean intend moderately reasonably 

meaningful significant Modern contemporary, new 

meantime (in the) meanwhile Moist damp 

meanwhile meantime (in the) Mood temper 

measure degree more and more increasingly 

meeting assembly moreover in addition 

memorise learn Most maximum 

memory reminiscence motionless immobile 

merciless cruel Movie film 

midday noon Murder homicide 

midway halfway Mute dumb 
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Word Synonym Word synonym 
Synonyms – N    

naked bare Nimble agile 

nameless anonymous No yes 

narrative story nominate appoint 

native local nonsense rubbish 

near approach non-stop continuous 

nearly almost Noon midday 

necessary essential Normal usual 

need want normally usually 

neglected uncared for Noted famous 

neutral impartial Noted famous 

new modern Notify inform 

nightfall dusk numerous many 

Synonyms – O    

object thing opposite contrary 

objective aim Option choice 

obligatory compulsory Ordour smell 

obsolete out of date organization association 

obstacle impediment ornament decoration 

obstinate stubborn out of date obsolete 

obvious apparent Outlive survive 

obvious transparent Outside external 

obvious clear Outside exterior 

occur arise overhaul overtake 

old ancient overlook miss 

operate function overseas abroad 

operate function oversee supervise 

opportunity possibility overtake overhaul 

Synonyms – P    

painting portray Poll ballot 

particular specific Portray painting 

particularly especially Position rank 

peaceable peaceful possibility opportunity 
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peaceful quiet, tranquil possibly maybe 
 

Word Synonym Word synonym 

peaceful peaceable powerful strong 

peculiar unusual practically virtually 

peculiar strange Praise compliment 

perception insight precedence priority 

perfume fragrance precedence priority 

perhaps maybe preceding previous 

persuade coax Precis summary 

picky choosy precisely exactly 

planned deliberate Predict foretell 

plausible believable premature untimely 

play down minimize preserve maintain 

plentiful abundant pressing urgent 

plume feather Pretty beautiful 

poisonous toxic previous preceding 

polite well mannered previously formerly 

priority precedence Protest demostrate 

priority precedence Provide supply 

profit gain provided if, whether 

prohibit forbid Puny weak 

prompt immediate purchase buy 

propose suggest purpose intention 

prosperous affluent Pushed thrust 

protect guard   

Synonyms – Q    

quantity amount Quite fairly 

quick fast quotation citation 

quiet peaceful, tranquil Quote cite 

Synonyms – R    

rank position renounce give up 

rare infrequent Reply answer, answer 

raw uncooked represent symbolize 

reach arrive residence dwelling 
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reasonable fair Resist withstand 

reasonably moderately respond Reply 
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Word Synonym Word synonym 

receive get rest (the) remainder 

reduction discount Restrict confine 

refer to consult Resume renew 

reflect mirror Retire withdraw 

regret sorrow, remorse Reveal disclose 

regular steady Reveal show 

reintroduce bring sth. back revolting disgusting 

relevant applicable Riches wealth 

reliable dependable Right correct 

reliable trustworthy Rigid inflexible 

remainder rest (the) Risky dicy 

remark comment Roam wander 

remedy cure Rough coarse 

reminiscence memory Round circular 

remorse regret Rubbish garbage, nonsense 

remoted isolated Rude impolite, insolent 

removable detachable run out expire 

renew resume Rush hurry 

Synonyms – S    

saluted greeted Sparkle glitter 

satisfied convinced Specific particular 

scarcity shortage Stable steady 

scene sight Start begin 

seem appear starvation hunger 

seize grab stationary still 

select choose Steady regular, stable 

selection choice Stick adhere 

self-assured confident Still stationary 

senseless mindless Stop halt 

sensitive touchy Story narrative 

sentence condemn Strange unusual 

set up establish Strange peculiar 

shame disgrace Strong sturdy 

shining bright Strong powerful 
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Word Synonym Word synonym 

shortage scarcity stubborn obstinate 

show reveal Stupid silly 

shut close Sturdy strong 

sight scene substantially considerably 

sign signal suggest propose 

signal sign summary abstract 

significant meaningful summary precis 

silly foolish sundown sunset 

silly stupid Sunrise dawn 

sincere honest Sunset sundown 

sinful wicked supervise oversee 

single unmarried Supply provide 

sleek smooth suppose imagine 

slender slim Sure certain 

slim slender surprise astonish 

small little surrender yield 

smell aroma, ordour, fragrance surroundings environment 

smooth sleek Survive outlive 

soil earth suspend hang 

soiled dirty Sweet candy 

sorrow regret symbolize represent 

Synonyms – T    

talk conversation Total complete 

tall high Totally completely 

task job touchdown landing 

temper mood Touchy sensitive 

tender bid Tough difficult, hard 

terrible awful Toxic poisonous 

terror fear Trade business 

thin lean Tranquil peaceful, quiet 

thing object transform to convert 

things matters transparent obvious 

thoughtful considerate transparent clear 

thoughtless inconsiderate Trick hoax 
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Word Synonym Word synonym 

thrust pushed trustworthy reliable 

tired fatigued, weary   

Synonyms – U    

ultimate final Unite join 

uncared for neglected unlawful illegal 

uncommon unusual Unlucky unfortunate 

uncooked raw unmarried single 

undeniable indisputable unpleasant disagreeable 

understand comprehend unspoken unstated 

understandable comprehensible unstated unspoken 

unexpected unforeseen untimely premature 

unfaithful untrue Untrue unfaithful 

unforeseen unexpected unusual peculiar, 
strange, 
uncommon 

unfortunate unlucky Urgent pressing 

unharmed unhurt Usual normal 

unhurt unharmed Usually generally 

unhurt uninjured Usually normally 

uninjured unhurt   

Synonyms – V    

vacant empty Vast huge, enormous 

vague indistinct Virtually practically 

valid legitimate Virtue advantage 

valueless worthless visualize imagine 

vanish disappear Vital imperative 

vary differ   

Synonyms – W    

wander roam whether if, provided 

want need Wicked sinful 

warning alarm Wide broad 

weak puny withdraw retire 

weak feeble withstand resist 

wealth riches Wonder amazement 
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weary tired worthless valueless 

Word Synonym Word synonym 

weird bizarre Wrath anger 

well known famous wretched miserable 

well mannered polite   

Synonyms – Y    

yearly annually Yield surrender 

yes no   
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